Messages Solution

Someone made a sudden sound with their fingers while people were talking. **Snapchat**
Someone went outside and looked up at blue and clouds. **Skype**
Someone searched for wood or paper to start a fire. **Tinder**
Someone was feeling lazy and took a nap instead of trying to do work. **Slack**
“Sup?” Someone asked a square on his phone. **WhatsApp**
Someone queued up at the nearby store. **Line**
Someone wore a bag over one shoulder with a strap that goes across the chest. **Messenger**
Someone wished their friends a happy Chinese New Year in casual conversation. **WeChat**
Someone tried to find people to spend time with. **Hangouts**

Match the application with their message and remove letters from the application’s name in the message to extract to a letter.

Following the ordering of the flavortext, the answer is: **GRAPEVINE**